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In this class we will learn how to set up our machines and use rulers to make a variety of quilting designs. Students should 
have an understanding of free motion quilting. This class will add to skills needed to create designs and lines that will be 
made using rulers to guide the foot. We will use basic straight lines, curved lines and shapes.  
 
If students have Rulers to use they are encouraged to bring them to class. I will also have rulers for students to use in class. I 
do not require a particular brand. There are many brands to choose from and we will discuss them. 
 
I will also have a few feet for students to try using. Although I encourage students to get a “Ruler Foot” for their machine as  
I can not guarantee that the feet I have will fit your machine. There are many brands of machines and some take a specific 
foot which I  May not have. 
 
We will be quilting squares that can be put together as a “Quilt as you Go” project. These squares can also be just practice 
pieces, this is up to you.  

Supplies Needed: 
 
1. Sewing machine in good working order. Ability to drop feed dogs. 
2. Extension table for the sewing machine so there is more table space for moving fabric. 
3. “Ruler Work” foot for machine 
4. Quilting, jeans or topstiche Machine needles– size 90/14 or 80/12  
5. Threads to match fabric.  Cotton 50 weight is probably best.  
6. Basic Sewing supplies such as scissors, pins, seam ripper, Thread snipps etc. 
7. Rotary Cutting Tools– Cutter, Ruler and board 
8. Safety pins for basting or basting spray 
9. Quilters gloves or something similar to help your hans manipulate the quilt 
10. Fabric marking tools– Blue water soluble marker, chalk-o-liner or Frixion pen 
11. Fabrics Prints work well. This will end up being the back of the blocks– this can be varied. You could use a Layer cake 

which is 10” squares or bring 2 yards of fabric to cut into squares. ( This gives you flexibility as to size you can cut) 
12. Fabric for the top of the block. You will see the quilting the most on this side. A plain solid like fabric works best. A 

total of  2 yards. 
13. Batting– any type you would like to try. Perhaps bring several kinds to  try.  

If you have any questions please contact Anelie at anelie@earthlink.net or 209-418-8543 

Ruler foot 


